CASUAL ZOMBIE FACT #8

DIETARY INTAKE
Zombies aren’t that particular about what they eat, so when one zombie eats another zombie’s
lunch, that zombie just goes out and eats another’s...and so on.

WHAT WE ENDED UP WITH

Aussie curve, as the back pal
Beat with a Home Depot rival whip
Boston College and Harvard Avenue are Thor's
father on this
Cain, to tennis star Arthur Eve
Carry yearns for a tune
Command to feline Fido
Cry of Zodiac sign surrender
Crystal ball Tibetan monk reader
Flat-topped land take as given formation
Food storage legal claim areas
Fourth baby bed dimension
Greek chess piece war god
It has a man known for an exclusion principle
positive charge
Like not expressed rang tears
Malicious ill railroad vehicle will
Monopoly word before we forget payment
Month column when summing when spring
ends
Mountain loose particles of sand lake
Number type with no complex edge part
Pakistan have neighbor
Period of silence in coffee vessels music
Plain little devils speaking
Poem listens to part
Put Fermi's first on the market
Rip island near Java apart
Shock to the crude home system
Smoothing meadows power tool
Spanish beef cut for two
Stick Boston airport around
Tote European capital with you
Turn tree to liquid
Underworld titular Athenian ferryman
Unspecified epitaph word amount

WHAT COULD HAVE BEEN

Chemical element (8)
Famous Greek mathematician (10)
Town where BAPHL 3 occurred (9)
Victorian era poetess (8)
General known for his facial hair (8)
Process in which a measurement device's reading is
compared to a known standard (11)
South Carolina city that is also the name of a dance
(10)
Like a number that isn't prime (9)
Stupidity (8)
Inundating with water (8)
Southeastern Asian country (9)
Most full of good humor, like Santa Claus (8)
Knife cut that creates long thin strips (8)
Belgian painter known for a pipe (8)
Fashion brand known for its gowns and whose name
is also an Italian title (8)
Most easygoing (9)
Polite civilities (12)
Forbid by law (9)
Practice time (9)
Admonish formally (9)
Dweller (8)
Self-control (9)
Small lizardlike amphibian (10)
Beach collectible (8)
Digging with a certain tool (9)
Springfield cartoon surname (7)
Someone who coins phrases used in advertising (9)
Person with a quick temper (8)
Waterproof cloth used to cover things (9)
Altitude above which trees do not grow (10)
Smoothe out a piece of paper after it is compacted (9)
Without damage (9)
Express in words (Brit.) (9)

CASUAL ZOMBIE FACT #8

DIETARY INTAKE
(cont’d)
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TH(ONE)REE
FO(FOUR)UR
TW(THREE)O
ON(FOUR)E
TW(ONE)O
FO(THREE)UR
FO(FOUR)UR
TW(FOUR)O
FO(TWO)UR
TW(TWO)O
FO(TWO)UR
ON(ONE)E
TW(TWO)O
ON(FIVE)E
ON(ONE)E
TW(FOUR)O
FO(TWO)UR
TW(FOUR)O
ON(TWO)E
FO(FOUR)UR
TW(ONE)O
TH(ONE)REE
ON(TWO)E
SI(THREE)X
TH(FOUR)REE
FO(THREE)UR
FO(THREE)UR
ON(THREE)E
FO(ONE)UR
ON(TWO)E
ON(TWO)E
TW(ONE)O
TW(ONE)O

